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THE LEADING TEAM
IN CASA DE CAMPO

7 REASONS THE CDCRE TEAM IS BEST-IN-CLASS

1. Passion: It's a competitive business and CDCRE agents pay attention to detail and provide the best customer 

service possible. 

2. Connected: CDCRE meets many new buyers and sellers every day. We return calls as fast as possible, follow up 

with all our leads and keep in touch with our clients. 

3. Network: CDCRE provides our clients with a local and worldwide network of the best builders, architects, lenders, 

appraisers and insurance providers. 

4. Problem Solvers: CDCRE agents are experts in showcasing a house to maximize its appeal to buyers.

5. Self Motivators: CDCRE agents are driven and make sound decisions.

6. Honest: CDCRE adheres to the highest standards of ethics.

7. Educated: All CDCRE agents are licensed in the USA.

Missing from this picture are: Gabino Guzman and Merrilee Gagnon. 
CRISTA FANJUL RYAN 

PRESIDENT

561 313-1327
cryan@casadecampore.com

Casa de Campo is a tropical paradise.  It attracts successful people from 
around the world and Dominicans to buy, build and rent villas!  

Casa de Campo is a perfect combination of all the key ingredients: warm, 
year round climate, balmy breezes, international community, extensive 
culture, rhythmic music, blue ocean and nearly endless sporting options!  

Most importantly, Casa de Campo has an established community that 
offers our homeowners a secure investment with historical records -- 
all supported by a sound corporation.  Since 1990 the Central Romana 
Corporation has provided a state of the art, continually updated 
infrastructure to the community ensuring the energy supply, roads, 
medical support and even children’s education are at the top level.

Please enjoy our newest issue of Casas in Casa.  It is a great tool to help 
you get a feel for the real estate market and preview our listings that 
range in price from $300,000 to $45,000,000.  (Call our office about our 
spectacular new listing located directly on the ocean). 

Your next step to exploring the opportunities here is to meet with one of 
my licensed associates to give you a tour of our listings, advise you on 
your best investment approach and make the buying / closing process 
smooth and effortless. 

CDCRE has been selling and renting properties in the Dominican Republic 
since 2008.  Our sales record has made us the community leader.  We 
have lowered inventory, increased sales & property values -- and turned 
homes into income producing assets through our growing rental program.   

As the only real agency with an exclusive partnership with the Resort 
and the developer, Central Romana Corporation CDCRE offers our 
clients unique access to special opportunities here.   Also, our research 
department works directly with Casa de Campo tracking all sales and 
market trends to ensure your investment is a smart one – as well as a 
secure one by following all local government compliance requirements.

CDCRE is a family run business and our goal is to make you feel a part of 
our Casa de Campo family.  I look forward to meeting you!  

Crista Ryan

LUXURY REAL ESTATE SALES  |  VACATION HOME RENTALS  |  PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

VISIT US ON THE WEB

Hotel Office (at the entrance), Casa De Campo, Dominican Republic

Marina Office, Plaza Portofino #13, Casa De Campo, Dominican Republic
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RECENT SALES

DYE FORE
SOLD BY: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ

BARRANCA SUR  
SOLD BY: JOSE CALZADA

BAHIA CHAVON  
SOLD BY: LILIANA ABEL

MINITAS BEACH  
SOLD BY: LILIANA ABEL

BARRANCA ESTE 
SOLD BY: IDARMIS De VELAZQUEZ

SOLD BY: YAMILIS DE LA ROSA

SOLD BY: JOSE CALZADA

CACIQUE
SOLD BY: JOSE CALZADA

SOLD BY: NATALIA LOPEZ

LOS LAGOS
SOLD BY: JOSE CALZADA

SOLD BY: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ

BARRANCA OESTE  
SOLD BY: JOSE CALZADA

SOLD BY: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ

LAS CAÑAS II 
SOLD BY: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ

SOLD BY: LILIANA ABEL

SOLD BY: NATALIA LOPEZ

LAS CAÑAS I 
SOLD BY: NATALIA LOPEZ

RANCHO ARRIBA  
SOLD BY: NATALIA LOPEZ

LA VEREDA  
SOLD BY: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ

GOLF VILLA  
SOLD BY: NATALIA LOPEZ

SOLD BY: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ

SOLD BY: CONSUELO MATOS 

SOLD BY: JOSE CALZADA

RIOMAR 
SOLD BY: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ

VIVERO II 
SOLD BY: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ

VIVERO I 
SOLD BY: LAUREN LLENAS

PUNTA MINITAS   
SOLD BY: JOSE CALZADA

LAS CEREZAS    
SOLD BY: LILIANA ABEL

SOLD BY: JOSE CALZADA

LAS LOMAS   
SOLD BY: JOSE CALZADA

TERRAZAS   
SOLD BY: JOSE CALZADA

VISTA CHAVON   
SOLD BY: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ

PUNTA AGUILA   
SOLD BY: JOSE CALZADA

JARDIN MINITAS   
SOLD BY: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ

SOLD BY: LILIANA ABEL

EL POLO   
SOLD BY: MAYLI GARCIA-VELEZ

SOLD BY: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ

SOLD BY: NATALIA LOPEZ

LOS NARANJOS   
SOLD BY: LILIANA ABEL

LOS MANGOS   
SOLD BY: NATALIA LOPEZ

SOLD BY: LAUREN LLENAS

PUNTA MINITAS   
SOLD BY: JOSE CALZADA

COSTA VERDE   
SOLD BY: CDCRE

TENNIS VILLA   
SOLD BY: MERRILEE GAGNON

JARDIN MARINA   
SOLD BY: LILIANA ABEL

VISTA LAGOS   
SOLD BY: MARTINA AVANZINI

LOS ALTOS   
SOLD BY: NATALIA LOPEZ

SOLD BY: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ

SOLD BY: LAUREN LLENAS

SOLD BY: LILIANA ABEL

SOLD BY: MARTINA AVANZINI

CDCRE ASSOCIATES
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE LISTING AGENTS FOR CASA DE CAMPO

CDCRE ASSOCIATES
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE LISTING AGENTS FOR CASA DE CAMPO

IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

809-756-5066
ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

CONSUELO MATOS
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

829-886-3310
cmatos@casadecampore.com

ANA GRANDE
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

305-519-4476
agrande@casadecampore.com

ANGIE PANNOCCHIA
RENTAL ASSOCIATE

 809-383-2034
apannocchia@casadecampore.com

STEVE PAKOZDY
ASSOCIATE

809-979-8614
spakozdy@casadecampore.com

MERRILEE GAGNON
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

829-958-8513
mgagnon@casadecampore.com

LILIANA ABEL
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

809-884-0644
label@casadecampore.com

SIMON FURLONGER
ASSOCIATE

809-757-8661
sfurlonger@casadecampore.com

NATALIA LOPEZ
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

809-763-7647
nlopez@casadecampore.com

YAMILIS DE LA ROSA
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

829-649-2578
ydelarosa@casadecampore.com

JOSE CALZADA
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

809-697-5931 
jcalzada@casadecampore.com

MARTINA AVANZINI PINTO
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

809-723-8265
mavanzini@casadecampore.com

LAUREN LLENAS
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

809-869-5885
la.llenas@casadecampore.com

JESSE SALAS
DIRECTOR OF RENTALS / ASSOCIATE

 809-729-1426
jsalas@casadecampore.com

GABINO GUZMAN
ASSOCIATE

809-501- 3226
gabinog@casadecampore.com

MAYLI GARCIA-VELEZ
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

561-818-2248
mgarcia-velez@casadecampore.com
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OCEAN FRONT 
VILLAS

Only a select few estates in Casa de Campo 
are actually oceanfront. It is a rare event when 
these wonderful properties become available.
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PUNTA MINITAS 11  (Map #29) 

$13 MILLION

Considered the most spectacular property in the Resort, Casa Palapa is a 3 acre (12,140 m2) peninsular that stretches 

out into the Caribbean Sea. This unique property was one of the first Casa de Campo homes to be built. Now on 

the market for the first time since, it is a once in a lifetime opportunity to acquire the best of the best. Its privileged 

position in the heart of the resort affords panoramic (240 degree), uninterrupted views to from North East to South 

West. A beautiful family home (900 m2) of 7 bedrooms, including an independent 3 bedroom guest house, Casa 

Palapa is an enchanting fusion of indoor-outdoor living. The mature garden with numerous, impressive trees gives 

an added sense of seclusion and privacy to this stunning tropical estate.

CONTACT: SIMON FURLONGER at 809-757-8661 sfurlonger@casadecampore.com

COSTAMAR 3  (Map #7) 

$12 MILLION

Designed by renowned architect Emernegildo Duccio, This home is organic in nature with materials and décor 

inspired by the earth’s natural elements. Set atop a 4,609 SM (49,616 SF) Ocean + Golf view home site, with over 

1,314 SM (14,149 SF) of construction, the home’s rich wood details are made of Brazilian Walnut along with other 

materials of the highest quality. Featuring 5 bedrooms, a den, home theater + gym with Carrera Marble decorating 

the Italian kitchen. The central palapa is the heart of the home with Cana Ceilings handmade of dried palms leaves 

and put together by genuine Mexican artisans. Walls with undulations, curving for a more natural profile, are found 

throughout the estate.

CONTACT: CASA DE CAMPO REAL ESTATE at 809-523-8129 office@casadecampore.com
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CALETON 4  (Map #1) 

$10.8 MILLION

Minimalist Gem! This sun splashed contemporary villa is located in the exclusive neighborhood of Caleton. This 

expansive home is bathed in ocean breezes and a beautiful view of the warm Caribbean sea from all of its rooms. 

Just under finishing construction, this 7 bedroom / 7 bathrooms home has a minimalist style defined by natural light 

and an open, spacious feeling. This property makes an immediate statement with its clean lines and modern design. 

A spacious master suite on the second level enjoys further views till Catalina Island. On the lower level, the extensive 

terraces allow for lavish outdoor entertaining in the glow of spectacular sunsets and access directly to the water.

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 nlopez@casadecampore.com

For more information 
on floor plans please 

contact Natalia Lopez

PUNTA AGUILA 15-16-20-21  (Map #2) 

$11.8 MILLION

The listing price of US $11,800,000 is a discounted price to buy all 4 lots (15-16-20-21). An exceptionally private, 

spectacular retreat located in one of Casa de Campo exclusive neighbors of Punta Aguila, consisting of 14,413 

M2 home site, direct ocean access for swimming and much more. All bedrooms offer breathtaking views of the 

Caribbean Ocean and tropical gardens. This is what you call a unique and luxurious 2 separate villas feature 7 

bedrooms, 7.5 bathrooms, A gorgeous 2 swimming pool Tropical Stile Ocean Front estate offers every luxury that 

you'd expect to find and will always exceed your expectations, making this a must see!!

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com
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PUNTA AGUILA 9  (Map #2) 

$6.5 MILLION

PRICE REDUCTION of exquisite villa Punta Aguila 9. Grandly positioned on over 1.3 acres of pristine gardens and situated 

on the waters edge of the Caribbean Sea, Punta Aguila 9 is thoughtfully decorated from all over the globe. The infinity 

pool is the focal point of the villa’s expansive outdoor living space which provides a perfect setting for entertaining 

at the al fresco outdoor dining-room or poolside under the stars.  The breathtaking views encompassing neighboring 

Catalina island and sunsets are exceptional in this island lifestyle setting.  This villa is an original gem in the exclusive 

neighborhood of Punta Aguila with newly remodeled guest bedrooms and bathrooms using top of the line materials, 

including open sky showers.  The colorful design choices throughout pay homage to both the history and natural beauty 

of this meticulously maintained property.  This villa offers 3 King size air-conditioned bedroom / bathroom suites and a 

guest cottage nestled in the tropical garden with two air-conditioned double bedroom / bath suites.

CONTACT: MERRILEE GAGNON at 829-958-8513 mgagnon@casadecampore.com

PUNTA AGUILA 28  (Map #2) 

$10.8 MILLION

A new modern icon in Casa de Campo, The architectural form is the centerpiece of this house, out of this simplicity 

the archicture itself is born, the fist impression of the house is a representational wall that rises of the ground, 

this wall protects the house. Features 6 bedrooms, 7 1/2 bathrooms, build in 2009, lot size 6,610 m2 (71,149 SF)

Construction: 1,874 m2 (20,171 SF).

CONTACT: CASA DE CAMPO REAL ESTATE at 809-523-8129 office@casadecampore.com
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PUNTA AGUILA 15-20  (Map #2) 

$6.5 MILLION

A rare opportunity in Punta Aguila, one of Casa de Campo's most exclusive neighborhood, offering an exceptionally 

private retreat. The Property boasts an area of 7,121.30 M2 with direct ocean access. Every bedroom shows off 

breathtaking views of the Caribbean Ocean along with vibrant tropical gardens that weave their way around the 

home. The Villa retains its timeless enchantment showcasing open spaces; wrap around porches, plantations 

shutters and original wood floors. The Villa was designed by the Florida architect William Cox, The house came with 

a thatched roof, hammocks, and rattan furniture.

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

PUNTA AGUILA 16  (Map #2) 

$5.85 MILLION

One of the best pieces of real estate for sale in Casa de Campo, this Mediterranean style villa sits on a 4,438.40 

square meters land in a quiet area of Punta Aguila. Featuring 4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms, maid's quarters, and 

several terraces. A spacious living room and dining area, which offer fantastic views of of the Caribbean Ocean and 

tropical gardens. The Villa, furniture and Arts was designed by the Cuban architect Jorge Porto.

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com
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OCEAN & GOLF 
VIEW VILLAS

Imagine the extraordinary combination of an 
expansive villa, private grounds and a breathtaking 

ocean or golf course view.
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VISTA CHAVÓN 7  (Map #45) 

$12.8 MILLION

“Villa El Palmar” is an extraordinary ‘Peninsula’ style property overlooking the Turquoise Blue Caribbean Sea, the 

Majestic Chavon River, and the picturesque Dye Fore golf course. Flanked on all sides by countless palm trees and 

endless vistas of greens, whites and blues, Vista Chavon 7 is situated on a unique 4,960 SM / 53,389 SF peninsula-

style home site, and features 10 bedrooms within an impressive 1,205 SM / 12,971 SF of top-quality construction, 

plus outdoor areas. Extremely private yet awe-inspiring, there is no better or more exclusive Ocean-View location 

than this. 

CONTACT: CASA DE CAMPO REAL ESTATE at 809-523-8129 office@casadecampore.com

LAS COLINAS 21  (Map #49) 

$6.8 MILLION

Bigger is definitely better at this grand super-villa. Enjoy the tropical breezes from any of the 11 bedrooms, 13 

bathrooms, 3 pools and 4 Jacuzzis on this 4,000 m2 (43,055 SF) property. Lose yourself in the views of the 

Caribbean and Dye Fore golf course. Explore your villa and discover the sauna, wine cellar, gym and multi-use court 

for tennis and basketball surrounded by lush gardens. Modern features will impress the most discriminate buyers. 

This comfortable and spacious Villa will provide countless family memories for years to come. Centrally located near 

the Marina and Altos de Chavon, Las Colinas 21 is offered unfurnished.

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 nlopez@casadecampore.com
CONTACT: MAYLI GARCIA-VELEZ at 561-818-2248 mgarcia-velez@casadecampore.com
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VISTAMAR 1  (Map #30) 

$4.6 MILLION

Art Haven. Villa Agora is a magnificent and luxurious property, built with a solid, harmonious architectural structure 

and decorated with exquisite, refined European taste. Ideal for celebrities who need calm, elegance and privacy, 

golfers and families will enjoy it as well, appreciating great space and spectacular views over the private Country 

Club course after experiencing nearby exciting sports and beach activities. Several Heads of State and celebrities 

have been visiting guests at Villa Agora. 14,000 sq ft of living space on ground floor and great volumes with 18 ft 

ceilings and 3-ft wall thickness, 4 master bedroom suites of about 1,200 sq ft each (6 bathrooms).

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com
CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 nlopez@casadecampore.com

Coming soon to Casa de Campo.

Savor a blend of Mediterranean and Latin cuisine in relaxed luxurious surroundings.

CASADECAMPO.COM.DO

Coming soon to Casa de Campo.

Savor a blend of Mediterranean and Latin cuisine in relaxed luxurious surroundings.

CASADECAMPO.COM.DO
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LAS COLINAS 10  (Map #49)        

$3.5 MILLION

Magnificently conceived in the Modern-Tropical style, this 1,749 m2 (18,826 SF), 8 bedroom villa offers every luxury 

you’d expect in an elegant-yet-relaxed setting. Featuring a magnificent, open-air entrance and an abundance of 

mahogany woodwork, the impressive two story grand room is a magnificent entrée to this spectacular residence. 

Featuring numerous and independent social / living areas on two levels (all interconnected with glimpses of the 

Caribbean Sea) and surrounded by lush gardens, this decorator-ready home is the perfect canvas to create your 

dream home.

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 nlopez@casadecampore.com

PUNTA AGUILA 45  (Map #2)        

$3.9 MILLION

This fantastic 5-bedroom, two-level villa on the world-famous Teeth of the Dog golf course in the secluded, 

wonderfully private Punta Aguila neighborhood boasts an impressive palm-lined front garden that leads you to 

a double-height entrance and the enchanting villa beyond. Features include spacious living areas with central air 

conditioning, studio and large dining room table – with a pool, Jacuzzi and outdoor terrace complementing this 

unique home. Punta Aguila 45 is less than a 3 minute drive to the new Caleton Beach Club.

CONTACT: LILIANA ABEL at 809-884-0644 label@casadecampore.com
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BARRANCA 22  (Map #14)        

$3.4 MILLION

This exquisite and luxurious villa embraces paradise with its surroundings and tremendous views. The main floor 

provides various entertainment spaces and stunning swimming pool that along with the dining areas, living 

room and master bedrooms enjoy marvelous views towards the golf course and Caribbean Sea. With a total of 8 

bedrooms and 3 levels, this house has enough space for everyone. The lower level houses the gym, wine cellar and 

service areas.

CONTACT: YAMILIS DE LA ROSA at 829-649-2578 ydelarosa@casadecampore.com

LAS PALMAS 36  (Map #36)              

$3.4 MILLION  

Area 4000 m2 solar, view of the marina and golf, spectacular infinity pool, infinity Jacuzzi, construction area over 

1,000 m2 on two floors, walls with frescoes, 2 bed master with studio, 3 bedrooms, studio room TV, dining room, 

two Service rooms, Hot and cold kitchen Area, services, carport and garage, gazebo with fourth underground level 

with bathroom and living.

CONTACT: JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 jcalzada@casadecampore.com
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PUNTA AGUILA 57  (Map #2)        

$3.3 MILLION

This 5 bedroom, 6 bathroom exotic and tropical villa is overlooking the world famous golf course Teeth of the Dog. 

Very private entrance, generous and open living areas with views to the pool and golf.

CONTACT: LILIANA ABEL at 809-884-0644 label@casadecampore.com

EL BATEY 8  (Map #45)       

$3.35 MILLION     

This property is typified by light, airy interiors, tropical stylish and an open flowing floor plan, with high ceilings. A 

fully equipped kitchen is completed with a wood oven with an expansive terrace and charming views that makes 

a memorable setting for receiving guests. Six comfy bedrooms connected through a beautiful patio. A perfect 

location close to the marina.

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 nlopez@casadecampore.com
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The challenge of buying 
a vacation property in a 
different country or in your 
own can often be so difficult 
to deal with, that it's tempting 
to either just go with the first 
house that falls in your price 

range or continue to rent. To help you in this 
process and get the most out of the purchase 
here a few tips to make the process easy.

THE FIRST THING you'll need to determine 
is what your long-term 
goals are and then how 
home ownership fits in 
with those plans. You 
have several options 
when purchasing a home 
in CDC: Small Golf Villa, 
Golf View, Garden View, 
Ocean View, Ocean Front, 
a townhouse, condo or a 
lot to build your home. 
Each option has its pros 
and cons, depending on 
your homeownership 
goals, so you need to 
decide which type of 
property will help you 
reach those goals.

SET YOUR BUDGET, you 
need to determine how 
much you can pay for the 
new property.

LINE UP YOUR CASH. 
You'll need to come up with cash for your 
down payment and closing costs. Home 
owners like to see 10% of the home's price as a 
down payment.

CHECK YOUR CREDIT, either you pay cash 
or when you’re taking out a mortgage loan, 
your credit will be one of the key factors in 
whether or not you’re approved, and it will 
help determine your interest rate and possibly 
the loan terms. 

HIRE THE RIGHT BUYER AGENT. You’ll be 
working closely with your real estate agent, 
so it’s essential that you find someone you get 

along with well. The right buyer agent should 
be highly skilled, motivated and knowledgeable 
about the area. Some buyers prefer to look 
through a thousand homes online. Mostly, an 
agent will save you time, and always know 
what is available on the market.

LET LITTLE THINGS GO. Don't judge a home 
by the furnishings and style that are in place. 
Imagine your own furnishings in place to 
clearly picture and highlight the benefits of the 
good floor plan of the home.

YOU CAN DO IT. Buying 
a home can be an 
overwhelming process. 
Finding the right home 
is not always easy. 
When you make the 
appointment to see 
houses don’t schedule 
more than 6 or 7 homes 
at a time because any 
more than that will only 
complicate the decision 
process further for you.

MAKE AN OFFER. The 
real estate agent will help 
you decide how much 
money you want to offer 
for the house along with 
any conditions you want 
to ask for. Your agent will 
then present the offer 
to the seller's agent; the 
seller will either accept 

your offer or issue a counter-offer. You can then 
accept, or continue to go back and forth until 
you either reach a deal or decide to call it quits. 
If you reach an agreement, you'll make a good-
faith deposit and the process then transitions 
into escrow. Escrow is a short period of time 
(often about 30 days to 45 days) where the 
seller takes the house off the market with the 
contractual expectation that you will buy the 
house - provided you don't find any serious 
problems with it when you inspect.

These tips should help you in the process of 
buying a house.

SHOPPING PRO
BY IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, TOP SELLER 2017

EL VALLE 2  (Map #39)         

$3.2 MILLION

Highlighted by stunning panoramic LRCC Golf views, just minutes from the Marina and Minitas Beach, EL VALLE # 2A 

is without a doubt one of the most relaxing and beautiful settings in the world. Graced with modern-tropical décor 

and Balinese influences, and set atop a 2,160 Square Meters (23,250 Square Feet) home-site, this 6 bedroom, two 

den, 1,100 Square Meters (11,840 Square Feet) home with open-kitchen and custom furnishings is the best of the best! 

Additional features include outdoor showers, gorgeous floors, two dens, a garage, large staff quarters, and completely 

turn-key.

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com
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GOLF & GARDEN 
VIEW VILLAS

(PRICED UNDER $3MM)

Imagine the extraordinary combination of an expan-
sive villa, private grounds and a breathtaking golf 

course and garden view.
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BARRANCA ESTE 35  (Map #32)                                                     

$2.9 MILLION

This gorgeous and renovate three bedroom Villa located in one of Casa de Campo’s most elegant neighborhoods. 

The driveway will lead to the front door of this very private and enclosed Villa, the large living room-foyer areas 

extend to an outdoor patio and overlook the gardens and pool. All social areas provide a relaxed casual ambiance. 

Harmony, unity, and simplicity are key characteristics of this Caribbean Mansion, and is evident both inside the villa 

and is continued in the exterior landscaping.

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

VISTAMAR 15  (Map #30)                                                       

$2.9 MILLION

This charming 7 bedroom, 8 bathroom villa welcomes every guest with marble flooring, a double height ceiling 

entrance with an iconic blue and gold accent chandelier, accompanied to the right by the impressive wooden 

staircase leading to the grand master bedrooms and balcony upstairs. 

CONTACT: YAMILIS DE LA ROSA at 829-649-2578 ydelarosa@casadecampore.com
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LAS PALMAS 6  (Map #36)       

$2.75 MILLION

This outstanding Villa represents all that Casa de Campo offers. Surrounded with mature vegetation and picture 

perfect fairway golf course view. Centrally located in the resort with an eastern exposure which will guarantee 

countless sunny poolside days. Las Palmas boasts an open floor plan with room to make all guests feel private. Easy 

access to La Marina, Altos de Chavon and the new resort entrance. 5 features, 5 bedrooms, 5 Bathrooms, Lot Size: 

2,507 m2 (26,985 SF), Construction: 803 m2 (8,643 SF).

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com
CONTACT: MAYLI GARCIA-VELEZ at 561-818-2248 mgarcia-velez@casadecampore.com

BARRANCA ESTE 75  (Map #32)      

$2.85 MILLION

NEW CONSTRUCTION!! Enjoy the process as you watch this outstanding Villa unfold. The landscaped driveway will 

lead to the front door of this very private and enclosed Villa. Boasting 6 bedrooms/ 6.1 bathrooms, where each will 

have a private outdoor patio area. Two master suites with outdoor baths that will include 'al fresco' style shower and 

hot tub. Imported Travertine floors, Granite countertops, Oak cabinets throughout, Pool with an integrated Jacuzzi 

along with a Solarium surrounded by natural Coralina flooring are just a few of the amenities this Villa will impress all. 

Great privacy and impeccable construction.

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com
CONTACT: MAYLI GARCIA-VELEZ at 561-818-2248 mgarcia-velez@casadecampore.com
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LAS COLINAS 13   $2.6 MILLION  (Map #49)

Family enjoyment was paramount when Las Colinas 13 was designed and built. This very private and impressive 932 

m2 (10,032 SF) villa was built with impeccable taste. Las Colinas 13 offers 7 bedrooms and 7 baths (as well as 2 extra 

bedrooms and 2 baths for guests or staff) with marble, oak and mahogany throughout. Enjoy the various sitting 

areas and outdoor loggias as well as a peek of the Caribbean Sea. The variety of flora will stimulate your senses. Las 

Colinas 13 boasts a recently renovated pool area.

CONTACT: LILIANA ABEL at 809-884-0644 label@casadecampore.com
CONTACT: MAYLI GARCIA-VELEZ at 561-818-2248 mgarcia-velez@casadecampore.com

VISTAMAR 27   $2.7 MILLION  (Map #30)

This magnificent 6 bedroom, 8.5 bathroom villa viewing the golf course and near the beach has an excellent location 

East ensuring constant breeze and freshness. 

CONTACT: YAMILIS DE LA ROSA at 829-649-2578 ydelarosa@casadecampore.com
CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 nlopez@casadecampore.com

BARRANCA ESTE 68   $2.5 MILLION  (Map #32)

Enjoy complete privacy and engulf yourself in nature’s beauty and wonder at this 6 bedroom villa. The large living 

room-foyer areas extend to an outdoor patio and overlook the gardens. All social areas provide a relaxed casual 

ambiance. Harmony, unity, and simplicity are key characteristics of this Caribbean Mansion, and is evident both 

inside the villa and is continued in the exterior landscaping. It is a fantastic villa with featuring 6 bedrooms, a living 

room, two dining rooms, a gazebo, terrace, pool, Jacuzzi and more.

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

BARRANCA 6   $2.5 MILLION  (Map #14)

Enjoy panoramic ocean views throughout the house. Complete privacy and engulf yourself in nature’s beauty and 

wonder at this 5 bedrooms’ mansion. All social areas provide a relaxed casual ambiance, and the gazebo overlook 

the gardens, pool and tall majestic palms. Wonderful woods and natural finishes are used throughout the main 

house, and harmony, unity, and simplicity are key characteristics of this Caribbean Mansion. This totally enclosed 

land area with a main gate for maximum privacy is the perfect home for family, children and friends.

CONTACT: LAUREN LLENAS at 809-869-5885 la.llenas@casadecampore.com
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LAS PALMAS 28   $2.45 MILLION  (Map #36)

This is one of the best opportunities in Casa de Campo; gorgeous, spacious, well priced, and has both excellent 

ocean and golf views. Set atop a 2,428 Square Meters (26,135 Square Feet) home site with 1,048 Square Meters 

(11,281 Square Feet) of construction, this home is elegant yet relaxed, and is located along the new 9-holes of the 

private La Romana Country Club golf course. Decorated in a tasteful contemporary style with a mix of artesian 

murals, modern DEDON furnishings and traditionally elegant pieces. Boasting magnificent golf views and ocean 

views from the Gazebo, Pool Deck and Master bedrooms, this spacious 5 bedroom villa has plenty of indoor and 

outdoor social areas for entertaining or simply for relaxing. 

CONTACT: JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 jcalzada@casadecampore.com

VISTAMAR 3   $2.2 MILLION  (Map #30)

Easily the best Contemporary villa in its class. Be instantly delighted as you take in the beauty and elegance of this 

Modern golf front property. Boasting large, open spaces, double height ceilings, lots of natural light, and gorgeous 

gardens overlooking the La Romana Country club Golf Course, 460 Square Meters (4,951 Square Feet) home atop 

a 2,170 Square Meters (23,358 Square Feet) home site offers plenty of luxury for today’s modern lifestyle. The main 

living room features high ceilings and Italian / French designed furnishings, and the villas four private bedrooms are 

privately off to the side. Opposite the social areas is the kitchen and dining area with a spectacular Jean Pierre Frey 

designed dining table, which also serves as this area’s center piece.

CONTACT: JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 jcalzada@casadecampore.com

BARRANCA ESTE 34   $2.2 MILLION  (Map #32)

If you are looking for a home that allows you to feel closer to nature then Barranca Este 34 is perfect for you. 

Features 4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms and an amazing Lot Size: 5,412.60 m2 (SF), the house Size: 487 m2 beautiful 

garden view and a pool.

CONTACT: JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 jcalzada@casadecampore.com

BAHÍA MINITAS 1   $2.2 MILLION  (Map #28)

Situated in one of the most prestigious neighborhood of Casa de Campo, strategically located near Minitas Beach 

and the Marina this charming villa was built with attention to details. Featuring 4 bedrooms plus a separate guest 

room by the pool, 5 bathrooms, Family room, spacious 2 car garage with tool room, Lot Size: 2,029.40 m2, House 

Size: 423 m2 (4,553 SF), nice pool and Garden View.

CONTACT: LILIANA ABEL at 809-884-0644 label@casadecampore.com
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BARRANCA OESTE 21   $1.95 MILLION  (Map #13)

A calm breeze envelopes this contemporary, spacious and very private Villa surrounded by lush tropical gardens. 

Recently updated, Barranca Oeste 21 offers 6 bedroom, 6.1 baths with 953 m2 of construction sitting on a very 

large 5.243 m2 site in one of Casa de Campo's mature and stately neighborhoods. The infinity pool is surrounded 

by a large wood deck. Panoramic views of the Caribbean Sea and Catalina Island in the distance can be enjoyed. 

With the Villa's proximity to the Equestrian Center one could ride a horse right into the back yard. Recent upgrades 

include a new elevator. Southern exposure. Gated. Great setting for any lifestyle!! Tennis/ basketball court. Offered 

Fully Furnished. Downstairs room can be used as an exercise room or a guest room. There have been suggestions 

on opening this downstairs room out to the tennis court area to create a Club like environment in the lower level.

CONTACT: JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 jcalzada@casadecampore.com

LAS COLINAS 20   $2.185 MILLION  (Map #49)

This spectacular 5 bedroom villa situated in the Colinas neighborhood is what you can call a true treasure due to 

the villas impeccable architecture. With spacious terrace and beautiful pool and Jacuzzi this villa incorporates many 

interesting features producing an incredible sense of calmness and visual enjoyment.

CONTACT: JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 jcalzada@casadecampore.com

LAS CAÑAS II 15   $1.995 MILLION  (Map #33)

Find peace, quiet and spacious living areas, with an expansive outdoor area. This magnificent 8 bedrooms villa and 

large studio, located in the Las Canas II section of Casa de Campo, is a great option for a fantastic family home, the 

living and dining room sits giving you a lovely view of the surroundings and tropical vegetation. The large master 

suite feature an outside sitting area and Jacuzzi. All the remaining bedrooms offer en-suite bathrooms. Modern 

Italian kitchen with stainless steel appliance. Close to La Marina, Altos de Chavon and Las Terrazas Tennis Center.

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com
CONTACT: MAYLI GARCIA-VELEZ at 561-818-2248 mgarcia-velez@casadecampore.com

LAS CAÑAS II 29   $1.95 MILLION  (Map #33)

Beautiful contemporary home, with extended gardens, finesse in all its details and a great touch of modernity in its 

finishing’s. The property features 6 spacious and pleasantly illuminated bedrooms all with balconies, an infinity pool 

with Jacuzzi and a gazebo to welcome your guests. No doubt this is one of the outstanding properties currently 

available in Casa de Campo.

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 nlopez@casadecampore.com
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LOS MANGOS 15   $1.85 MILLION  (Map #23)

Six spacious bedrooms complete this villas open floor plan, one that is arranged to enjoy the views towards the pool 

deck from the main living areas, dining room and master bedrooms. The backyard is a huge plus with an outside 

wood-paneled terrace and enough space for special events and for the family to enjoy every single day.

CONTACT: YAMILIS DE LA ROSA at 829-649-2578 ydelarosa@casadecampore.com

LAS CAÑAS II 1   $1.9 MILLION  (Map #33)

This magnificent 6 bedrooms villa, located in the Las Canas II section of Casa de Campo, is a great option for a 

fantastic family home, the living and dining room sits above the swimming pool giving you a lovely view of the 

surroundings and tropical vegetation. The villa provide many open spaces and sitting areas to enjoy a nice breeze 

from the outside. The large master suite feature an outside sitting area and bathroom with outdoor shower. All 

the remaining bedrooms offer en-suite bathrooms as well as an outside sitting area. Modern Italian kitchen with 

stainless steel appliances. This gorgeous house was design by Arturo Despradel.

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

LOS TAMARINDOS 20   $1.8 MILLION  (Map #21)

Impeccable contemporary style meets comfort in this spacious two-story villa. There is a place to suit any mood, 

from the bright common living spaces, to the oversized private bedrooms, to the stunning outdoor surroundings.

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 nlopez@casadecampore.com

BARRANCA OESTE 27   $1.805 MILLION  (Map #13)

Featuring one of the best panoramic ocean views in Casa de Campo, this colonial style villa is surrounded by 

beautiful gardens, and has a beautiful pool deck, Jacuzzi and gazebo.

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 nlopez@casadecampore.com
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BARRANCA ESTE 16   $1.75 MILLION  (Map #32)

Barranca Este 16 is located in one of Casa de Campo’s most elegant and majestic’s neighborhoods. It is a fantastic 

villa with 1,300 m2 of construction over 3, 400 m2 of land, featuring 5 bedrooms, a living room, two dining rooms, 

a gazebo, terrace, pool, Jacuzzi and more.

CONTACT: CONSUELO MATOS at 829-886-3310 cmatos@casadecampore.com

BARRANCA 35   $1.775 MILLION  (Map #14)

One of a kind, modern, Architectural Design Masterpiece with a beautiful pool area and stunning second floor 

master bedroom with terrace and several entertaining areas.

CONTACT: CONSUELO MATOS at 829-886-3310 cmatos@casadecampore.com

FINDING 
THE PERFECT 

HOME
THE PROCESS OF BUYING 

AT CASA DE CAMPO

BY MERRILEE GAGNON
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

There’s something quite rewarding while looking 

for the perfect home or vacation villa and here 

at Casa de Campo the possibilities are endless. If 

you are looking tor idyllic ocean views, stunning 

sunsets, glorious green fairways or tranquil 

garden vistas, we can make those dreams come 

true.

Having lived on an island for most of my life, I am 

truly spoiled by all of the beauty that nature has 

painted on its many canvases. Choosing to live 

on a golf course is a priority in my family. There 

is a certain calm sense of living with a front or 

back yard that has endless perspective views. 

Its always welcoming to hear the background 

roar of the fairways and greens being mowed, 

because this awakens the memories of freshly 

mown grass and warm summer days. A highlight 

for me living on a golf course is to be able to 

be a spectator from my home and to be able to 

laugh or be impressed by a golfers prowess.

If living full time or seasonally is not possible 

for you at this time, buying a villa on the golf 

course and having it available for rent is a 

great investment with it becoming an income 

producing property through our Casa de Campo 

Rental program. With 52 holes of golf on the 

famous Pete Dye designed public courses of 

Teeth of the Dog, Links and Dye Fore, along with 

the 27 holes of the private La Romana Country 

Club there is an endless demand for guests who 

request golf course villas to rent.

You don’t have to be a golfer to enjoy all that 

these wonderful golf view villas offer.  Take 

advantage of the spectacular views, cool breezes 

and amazing sunsets along with the occasional 

view of golfers out enjoying the game of golf, 

one of the bests sports on earth.. to me at least…

Be sure to call us at Casa de Campo Real Estate, 

the Exclusive and official brokerage firm at Casa 

de Campo.
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LAS CAÑAS II 46   $1.7M  (Map #33)

Beautiful contemporary home, with extended gardens. 

This magnificent villa and large studio is a great option 

for a fantastic family home.

5 bedrooms, 5.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House Size: 1,408 m2 (15,156 SF)

View: Garden

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 

ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

CONTACT: MAYLI GARCIA-VELEZ at 561-818-2248 

mgarcia-velez@casadecampore.com

LAS CAÑAS 45   $1.7M  (Map #16)

This luxury 5 bedrooms located in the neighborhood of 

las Canas features two floors. The villa provides many 

open spaces and sitting areas to enjoy a nice breeze 

from the outside.

5 bedrooms, 5.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House Size: 610 m2 (6,565 SF)

View: Garden

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 

ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

LAS CAÑAS 55   $1.65M  (Map #16)

The villa provides many open spaces and sitting areas 

to enjoy a nice breeze from the outside. A good option 

for a family home or a second home for getaway 

vacation.

4 bedrooms, 5.1 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House Size: 610 m2 (6,565 SF)

View: Garden

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 

ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

RANCHO ARRIBA 11   $1.65M  (Map #11)

Very private villa, this exclusive two story estate 

provide, six bedroom, 8 bathrooms, large swimming 

pool, jacuzzi and gazebo.

6 bedrooms, 8 Bathrooms

Lot Size: 1,950 m2 (20,989 SF)

House Size: 550 m2 (5,920 SF)

View: Garden 

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 

nlopez@casadecampore.com

LOS MANGOS 41   $1.65M  (Map #23)

Located at walking distance from the beach this villa is 

a spectacular find! Featuring five bedrooms, this home 

has a modern flare.

5 bedrooms, 5.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: 1,620 m2 (SF)

House Size: 500 m2. (5,382 SF)

View: Garden

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: LAUREN LLENAS at 809-869-5885 

la.llenas@casadecampore.com

JARDÍN MINITAS 8   $1.65M  (Map #25)

Enjoy your own private oasis in this Romantic and 

elegant indoor outdoor beach home 3 min walking 

distance from private beach and immediate access to 

bike trail.  

4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: 665 m2 (7,158 SF)

House Size: 520 m2 (5,597 SF)

View: Garden

Poo: Yes

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 

ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

LAS CAÑAS 10   $1.65M  (Map #16)

Enjoy the perfect Caribbean retreat in this modern 

energy efficient full-featured 5 large bedroom and 

bathroom villa.

5 bedrooms,6.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House Size: 930 m2 (9,000 SF)

View: Garden

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: LILIANA ABEL at 809-884-0644  

label@casadecampore.com

EL BATEY 5   $1.6M  (Map #45)

This Charming villa is surrounded by gorgeous gardens 

and has a beautiful pool area. Situated in a perfect 

location near La Marina.

3 bedrooms, 3.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House Size: 1,400 m2 (15,069 SF)

View: Garden & Ocean

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 

ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

CONTACT: GABINO GUZMAN at 809-501-3226 

gabinog@casadecampore.com
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RANCHO ARRIBA 14   $1.55M  (Map #11)

With exquisite landscaping, this stunning property 

overlooks The Links golf course as its vegetation frames 

the large pool area and deck. This villa meets Casa de 

Campo's country style in this eclectic home full of life.

4 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms

Lot Size: 1,905.46 m2 (20,511 SF)

House Size: 550 m2  (5,920 SF)

View: Garden

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: YAMILIS DE LA ROSA at 829-649-2578 

ydelarosa@casadecampore.com

LAS CAÑAS 33   $1.5M  (Map #16)

Perfect for family and friends with a large garden that 

contains both pool and Jacuzzi. This property is a short 

walk away from las terrazas tennis courts, and close to 

the new entrance.

5 bedrooms, 5.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House Size: 610 m2 (6,566 SF)

View: Garden

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 

ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

BARRANCA OESTE 24   $1.495M  (Map #13)

A true Gem, located in the barranca neighborhood, 

surrounded by all the big homes and lush vegetation. 

6 bedrooms, 7.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: 2,746.32 m2 (29,561 SF)

House Size: 1,051 m2 (10,764 SF)

View: Garden

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: LAUREN LLENAS at 809-869-5885 

la.llenas@casadecampore.com

EL INGENIO 6   $1.45M  (Map #38)

Gorgeous, impeccably kept, and boasting a one of a 

kind view of the La Romana Country Club golf course, 

this perfect 3 bedroom villa has an A+ location and is in 

user ready, turnkey condition. 

3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House Size: 889 m2 (9,569 SF)

View: Golf

Pool: Yes 

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 

nlopez@casadecampore.com

LOS LIMONES 22   $1.45M  (Map #27)

The charming and magical airs will make you feel 

at home. This villa is conveniently located at walking 

distance from the Minitas Beach and it is perfect for 

gatherings with family and friends.

6 bedrooms, 6 bathrooms

Lot Size: 2,029 m2 (21,839 SF)

House Size: 934 M2 (10,053 SF)

View: Garden

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 

nlopez@casadecampore.com

LOS ALMENDROS 18   $1.375M  (Map #35)

Inside this country infused villa the natural sunlight 

brightens up the living room and dining areas through the 

wooden framed skylights. The roofed terrace with east 

exposure faces the pool providing additional outdoor 

gathering space, while indoors, we also find a basement 

for casual entertainment by the pool table or TV. 

4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House Size: 716 m2 (7,706 SF)

View: Golf

CONTACT: YAMILIS DE LA ROSA at 829-649-2578 

ydelarosa@casadecampore.com

 LAS CAÑAS 78   $1.45M  (Map #16)

Enjoy the relaxing and private environment of Las 

Canas with beautiful Garden Views.

5 bedrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House Size: 1,063 m2 (11,442 SF)

View: Garden

Pool: Yes

CONTACT:  JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 

jcalzada@casadecampore.com

INGENIO 1   $1.4 M  (Map #38)

This gorgeous 4 bedroom Villa has the best view of the 

lake and hole #9 of the LRCC golf course.  It is located 

in one of the best neighborhoods in Casa de Campo.

4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House Size: 664 2m (7,147 SF)

View: Golf & Garden

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 

ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

CONTACT: LAUREN LLENAS at 809-869-5885 

la.llenas@casadecampore.com
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TENNIS VILLA 34B   $1.35M  (Map #17)

The Villa is close to Las Terrazas Tennis Center, Minitas 

Beach and Altos de Chavón. Partial Ocean views, 

eastern exposure. Fully furnished.

7 bedrooms, 7.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: 1,450 m2 (15,608 SF)

House Size: 1,190 m2 (12,809 SF)

View: Garden & Ocean

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 

nlopez@casadecampore.com

LOS MANGOS 4   $1.35M  (Map #23)

Gorgeous and spacious villa walking distance to Minitas 

Beach. 4 large bedrooms with a Master Suite, 4.5 bath, 

high ceilings and incredible light through inside garden. 

4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms

Lot size: 1,620.06 m2 (17,439 SF)

House size: 390.93 m2 (4,207 SF)

View: Garden

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: LILIANA ABEL at 809-884-0644  

label@casadecampore.com

GOLF VILLA 138   $1.25M  (Map #10)

Impressive 4 bedroom villa, renovated exterior and 

interior, spacious and breathtaking view to the Links 

Golf Course and Lake. Nice terrace pool and family 

room.

4 bedrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House Size: 581.09 (6,254 SF)

View: Garden

Pool: Yes

CONTACT:  JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 

jcalzada@casadecampore.com

LAS PINAS 11   $1.2M  (Map #31)

Beautiful villa with great location near Minitas Beach. 

Two-story, 4 bedrooms, 4.5 baths, marble floors, large 

central living and dining rooms. Beautiful garden view 

and Gazebo next to the pool.

4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House Size: 763 m2 (8,212.86 SF)

View: Garden

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: LILIANA ABEL at 809-884-0644  

label@casadecampore.com

LOS MANGOS 33   $1.25M  (Map #23)

Perfectly located this family friendly property will 

perfectly fit your needs, open spaces warm and cozy. 

Walking distance to the beach.. 

4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms

Lot Size: 1,746 m2 (18,794 SF)

House Size: 429 2m (4,617 SF)

View: Garden

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 

nlopez@casadecampore.com

LAS CAÑAS 17   $1.295M  (Map #16)

Located in the exclusive Cañas 1 this tropical and 

modern villa features private pool, jacuzzi and Gazebo. 

Beautiful kitchen and dining room. Impecable and Move 

in conditions!!

5 bedrooms, 5.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House Size: 931 m2 (10,021 SF)

View: Garden & Ocean

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: LILIANA ABEL at 809-884-0644  

label@casadecampore.com

LAS CAÑAS 19   $1.295M  (Map #16)

Recently Remodeled!! Enjoy your own private oasis in 

this romantic and elegant indoor outdoor beach home.

This home is perfect for the family that appreciates a 

well-appointed, tasteful lifestyle in a simple and elegant 

home. 

4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House Size: 610 2m (6,565 SF)

View: Golf & Garden

CONTACT: LILIANA ABEL at 809-884-0644  

label@casadecampore.com

LAS TORONJAS 9   $1.35M  (Map #34)

An Oasis of tranquility, located at the end of cul-de-

sac in this very exclusive neighborhood with only a 5 

minute walk to Minitas Beach.

4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House Size: 826 m2 (8,891 SF)

View: Golf

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 

nlopez@casadecampore.com

CONTACT: LILIANA ABEL at 809-884-0644  

label@casadecampore.com
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LOS LAGOS 75   $1.2M  (Map #22)

Gorgeous tropical retreat at walking distance from the 

Minitas beach. Recently renovated and decorated with 

state of the art furniture. 

5 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms

Lot size: 1,401 m2 (15,080 SF)

House size: 314 m2 (3,379 SF)

View: Garden

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: LAUREN LLENAS at 809-869-5885 

la.llenas@casadecampore.com

BARRANCA ESTE 20   $1.2M  (Map #32)

This impressive double entry fortress house has a 

magnificent patio, large pool, gazebo and lots of exotic 

vegetation. This is a home to enjoy comfortably with 

family and friends. 

4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms

Lot size: 3,012.33 m2 (32,292 SF)

House size: 972 m2 (10,463 SF)

View: Garden and Ocean View

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 

nlopez@casadecampore.com

GOLF VILLA 263B   $1.095M  (Map #18)

Unique brand new beautiful Golf Villa. Facing north/

south with view to the seventh hole in Links Golf Course, 

this two villas are the only villas with a pool facing the 

golf course in Casa de Campo and underground maids’ 

room / laundry area.

3 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: 732 m2 ( 7,879.18 SF)

House Size: 662( 7,125.71 SF)

View: Golf

Pool: Yes

CONTACT:  JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 

jcalzada@casadecampore.com

GOLF VILLA 263A   $1.19M  (Map #18)

Unique brand new beautiful Golf Villa . Facing north/

south with view to the seventh hole in Links Golf Course, 

this two villas are the only villas with a pool facing the 

golf course in Casa de Campo and underground maids 

room / laundry area.

4 bedrooms, 5.5 bathrooms

Lot size: 733 m2 (7,890 SF)

House size: 662 m2 (7,125 SF)

View: Golf

CONTACT:  JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 

jcalzada@casadecampore.com

VIVERO 75   $1.2M  (Map #19)

Complete comfort and privacy in this welcoming and 

accessible home. Excellent for family gatherings and 

events is the large deck, with a gazebo for al fresco 

dinning and a variety of connecting outdoor spaces. 

4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms

Lot size: 1,600 m2 (17,222 SF)

House size: 349 m2 (3,757 SF)

View: Garden and Ocean View

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: YAMILIS DE LA ROSA at 829-649-2578 

ydelarosa@casadecampore.com

GOLF VILLA 139   $1.195M  (Map #10)

Exquisitely updated, beautiful landscaping, customized 

with the highest quality finishes, designed furniture 

and attention to detail everywhere you look. This villa 

surrounded by social areas and elegant decor possesses 

one of the best lake views available in this area.

3 bedrooms, 3.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House size: 643 m2 (6,921 SF)

View: Garden and Ocean View

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: YAMILIS DE LA ROSA at 829-649-2578 

ydelarosa@casadecampore.com

BARRANCA OESTE 45   $1.15M  (Map #13)

Enjoy Nature's Beauty in the privacy only this Villa can 

offer. Located close to Safari Club Restaurant - Bar 

and The Shooting Center as well as The Hotel and Golf 

Course.

5 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms

Lot Size: 2,358 m2 (25,386 SF)

House Size: 498 m2 (5,360 SF)

View: Garden

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: LAUREN LLENAS at 809-869-5885 

la.llenas@casadecampore.com

EL POLO 21   $1.1M  (Map #5)

This fabulous Polo villa faces the easterly breeze and 

you will have a perfect view of the polo games being 

played in the near distance.

4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms

Lot size: 1,000 m2 (10,764 SF)

House size: 385 m2 (4,144 SF)

View: Garden and Polo Fields

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: MERRILEE GAGNON at 829-958-8513 

mgagnon@casadecampore.com
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LOS CAJUILES 18   $1.05M  (Map #4)

Recently updated, Cajuiles 18 is a charming and large 

four bedroom villa featuring several inside and outside 

areas for entertainment. 

4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms

Lot size: 1,480 m2 (10,764 SF)

House size: 750 m2 (8,072 SF)

View: Garden

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 

nlopez@casadecampore.com

CONTACT: MAYLI GARCIA-VELEZ at 561-818-2248 

mgarcia-velez@casadecampore.com

LAS CAÑAS 42   $1M  (Map #16)

This 4 bedroom villa great for tennis lovers due to 

its proximity to the tennis courts can be found in the 

prestigious neighborhood of Las Canas. 

4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms

Punto de Villa

House size: 802 m2 (8,632 SF)

View: Garden

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 

jcalzada@casadecampore.com

LOS ALMENDROS 19   $1M  (Map #35)

A Perfect villa that fits your lifestyle, Features 4 

bedrooms, 5 bathrooms, fully furnished. 

4 bedrooms, 5.5 bathrooms

Lot size: 744 m2 (8,008 SF)

House size: 501 m2 (5,393 SF)

View: Garden

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: LAUREN LLENAS at 809-869-5885 

la.llenas@casadecampore.com

RANCHO ARRIBA 21   $1M  (Map #11)

Impressive 2 story villa with Moroccan flair. Recently 

updated; lovely property with majestic trees. Centrally 

located.

4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms

Lot size: 1,316 m2 (14,165 SF)

House size: 377 m2 (4,058 SF)

View: Golf Course

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 

nlopez@casadecampore.com

CONTACT: MAYLI GARCIA-VELEZ at 561-818-2248 

mgarcia-velez@casadecampore.com

BARRANCA 29   $1M  (Map #14)

This property features 6 bedrooms, 6 bathrooms, great 

dining and living areas, an amazing garden view and 

cozy terrace that leads to a beautiful pool area.

6 bedrooms, 6.5 bathrooms

Lot size: 2,379 m2 (25,607 SF)

House size: 622 m2 (6,695 SF)

View: Garden

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 

jcalzada@casadecampore.com

BARRANCA 13   $1M  (Map #14)

A marvelous two level villa, which offers a great view 

due to its high location. This villa’s biggest asset is its 

privacy as it is located in a cul de sac.

7 bedrooms, 7 bathrooms

Lot Size: 3,256 m2 (35,047 SF)

House Size: 590 m2 (6,350.7 SF)

View: Great view due to its high location 

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 

nlopez@casadecampore.com

EL POLO 28   $995,000  (Map #5)

Brand new and professionally decorated. Close to all 

hotel and golf facilities, plus all La Romana schools, 

amenities and Jumbo.

4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms

Lot Size: 1,000 m2 (10,763 SF)

House Size: 385 m2 (4,144 SF)

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: LAUREN LLENAS at 809-869-5885 

la.llenas@casadecampore.com

VIVERO 7   $940,000  (Map #19)

In the important neighborhood of Vivero you can find 

this stunning villa with an ample entrance and double 

access, beautiful garden that welcomes you to a 

comfortable and functional interior. 

3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms

Lot size: 1,201.50 m2 (12,927 SF)

House size: 289 m2 (3,110 SF)

View: Garden

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 

nlopez@casadecampore.com
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LOS LAGOS 90   $900,000  (Map #22)

Old world charm mixed with Italian flare is what defines 

this beautiful Villa, which is walking distance to Minitas 

Beach.

4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms

Lot size: 2,057 m2 (22,142 SF)

House size: 455 m2 (4,896 SF)

View: Garden

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 

ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

LAS TERRAZAS 12   $900,000  (Map #17)

This stylish and cozy villa is nestled in the tranquil 

Terrazas neighborhood.

5 bedrooms

Lot Size: 748.02 m2 (8,051.6 SF)

House Size: 380 m2 (4,090.3 SF)

View: Ocean view from the master 

bedroom

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: LILIANA ABEL at 809-884-0644  

label@casadecampore.com

GOLF VILLA 277   $875,000  (Map #18)

With priceless golf and ocean views from every 

exposure, this extraordinary golf villa features 5 

bedrooms, 4.5 bathroom, and pool, very elegant and 

gracious decorated. A must see!!

3 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms

Punto de Villa

House size: 499 m2 (6,447 SF)

View: Golf Course

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: LILIANA ABEL at 809-884-0644  

label@casadecampore.com

CAJUILES 56   $895,900  (Map #4)

Beautiful garden and amazing open spaces.

5 bedrooms

Lot Size: 1,764 m2 (18,988 SF)

House Size: 334 m2 (3,595 SF)

View: Golf Course

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 

nlopez@casadecampore.com

DO YOU VESPA?
ON THE MOVE OPEN HOUSE TOURS

Our guided tours (available by Vespa, bike, walking, golf cart 

or car) allow you to explore the native way. It can be gratifying 

to hear the sounds, smells the flowers, hear the birds and 

build up your thirst for a cold fresh lemonade waiting for you 

at our Open House.  

CALL ONE OF OUR OFFICES OR EMAIL FOR MORE DETAILS:  
office@casadecampore.com  809.523.8129 / 2273 
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GOLF VILLA 255   $795,000  (Map #9)

A gifted property with spectacular golf and lake views, 

and a great location close to the beach. Creative 

traditional design and exceptional Golf and Lake Views.

6 bedrooms, 6.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House size: 423 m2 (4,553 SF)

View:  Golf Course and Lake

CONTACT: SIMON FULONGER at 809-757-8661 

sfurlonger@casadecampore.com

CONTACT: CONSUELO MATOS at 829-886-3310 

cmatos@casadecampore.com

GOLF VILLA 160   $795,000  (Map #18)

This Breezy traditional 4 bedroom, 4.5 bath golf villa is 

priced to sell! Whether you are looking for a vacation 

hideaway or are thinking of downsizing, this villa is 

move in ready. 

4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House size: 353 m2 (3,799 SF)

View:  Golf Course

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 

ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

GOLF VILLA 98B   $790,000  (Map #9)

Centrally located, this furnished one Level Golf villa has 

5 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms, pool and Jacuzzi. Located 

on the 17th green of the Links golf course with view of 

fairway and green.

5 bedrooms, 5.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House size: 529 m2 (5,694 SF)

View:  Garden and Golf Course

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 

jcalzada@casadecampore.com

GOLF VILLA 131   $775,000  (Map #10)

Beautifully remodeled 5 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms villa 

with spectacular views to the Links golf course and 

cozy pool with a coralina deck. Great rental potential.

5 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House size: 292 m2 (3,143 SF)

View:  Golf Course

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: LILIANA ABEL at 809-884-0644  

label@casadecampore.com

GOLF VILLA 128   $850,000  (Map #10)

Totally renovated villa! With 386 m2 construction, 5 

Spacious Bedrooms with 5 bathroom, pool, Jacuzzi, 

furnished, panoramic golf villa.

5 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms

Lot size: 1,020.50 m2 (10,984 SF)

House size: 541 m2 (5,823 SF)

View: Golf Course

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: CONSUELO MATOS at 829-886-3310 

cmatos@casadecampore.com

EL POLO 44   $850,000  (Map #5)

Tucked away and very private, this recently built 

Polo Villa offers spectacular morning light and 

quiet moments.

4 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms

Lot size: 1,000 m2 (10,763 SF)

House size: 450 m2 (4,843.7 SF)

View: Garden and Polo Fields

CONTACT: LAUREN LLENAS at 809-869-5885 

la.llenas@casadecampore.com

CONTACT: MAYLI GARCIA-VELEZ at 561-818-2248 

mgarcia-velez@casadecampore.com

CAJUILES 35   $850,000  (Map #4)

This is a cozy two level home with four bedrooms, 

multiple living areas and a large pool deck next to 

a confortable gazebo; it is located in the tranquil 

Cajuiles area.

4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms

Lot size: 1,469 m2 (15,812 SF)

House size: 448 m2 (4,822 SF)

View: Garden

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: YAMILIS DE LA ROSA at 829-649-2578 

ydelarosa@casadecampore.com

GOLF VILLA 26   $799,000  (Map #9)

Recently renovated Villa on The Links Course. Wonderful 

outdoor areas with views to golf course. Fantastic 

sunsets. Very popular location, centrally located. 

4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House size: 478 m2 (5,145 SF)

View: Garden and Golf Course

CONTACT: LAUREN LLENAS at 809-869-5885 

la.llenas@casadecampore.com

CONTACT: MAYLI GARCIA-VELEZ at 561-818-2248 

mgarcia-velez@casadecampore.com
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GOLF VILLA 82   $695,000  (Map #9)

A Lovely Villa with Beautiful Spaces and Golf Views. 

Featuring a Pool, Jacuzzi, Ample Terrace and Cozy 

Living Areas. A charming home in a tropical style in 

move-in condition.

3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House size: 339 m2 (3,648 SF)

View: Garden

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 

ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

TENNIS VILLA 14   $650,000  (Map #17)

This Charming tropical style villa features sweeping 

views and cozy outdoor space. Beautifully updated and 

move in condition.

4 bedrooms,4.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House size: 124 m2 (1,334 SF)

View: Garden and Golf Course

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: LILIANA ABEL at 809-884-0644  

label@casadecampore.com

LOS LAGOS 59   $595,000  (Map #22)

Beautiful, fully furnished three bedrooms, three 

bathrooms located on a quiet cul-de-sac just a short 10 

minute walk to Minitas beach. 

3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms

Lot size: 1,184 m2 (12,744 SF)

House size: 290 m2 (3,121 SF)

View: Garden

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 

ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

CAJUILES 43   $585,000  (Map #4)

Perfect opportunity for renovation! Incredible villa with 

a private location close to the Punta Aguila.

3 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms

Lot size: 1,169 m2 (12,583 SF)

House size: 261 m2 (2,809 SF)

View: Garden

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 

nlopez@casadecampore.com

GOLF VILLA 264   $775,000  (Map #18)

This Charming Golf Villa is a Great Find!! It has been 

fully remodeled, Features five bedrooms w/bathrooms, 

large pool, social areas and a panoramic golf view in 

the back yard.

5 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House Size: 322 m2 (3,465 SF)

View: Golf

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: LAUREN LLENAS at 809-869-5885 

la.llenas@casadecampore.com

EL POLO 7   $750,000  (Map #5)

Overlooking Polo field I, you will enjoy countless 

chukkers and horse watching as riders gallop nearby... 

Priced to SELL!

5 bedrooms, 5.5 bathrooms

Lot size: 1,000 m2 (10,763 SF)

House size: 550 m2 (5,920 SF)

View: Garden and Polo Fields

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 

ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

CONTACT: MAYLI GARCIA-VELEZ at 561-818-2248 

mgarcia-velez@casadecampore.com

LOS LAGOS 61   $750,000  (Map #22)

Amazing property, and great opportunity, great for 

Family and friend gathering together, perfect location 

walking distance to the beach.

3 bedrooms, 3.5 bathrooms

Lot size: 1,376 m2 (14,811 SF)

House size: 290 m2 (3,118 SF)

View: Garden

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 

jcalzada@casadecampore.com

BARRANCA SUR 2   $715,000  (Map #14)

Enjoy your privacy in this wonderful villa surrounded by 

nature. This beautiful home features a cozy living area, 

3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms and a gorgeous terrace that 

leads to the pool.

3 bedrooms, 3.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House size: 339 m2 (3,648 SF)

View: Garden

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 

jcalzada@casadecampore.com
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VIVERO II 5   $499,000  (Map #19)

A comfortable and an easy to manage villa. This three 

level home is close to the Casa de Campo Hotel and 

main road. Its ample garden enables great gatherings 

with friends and family along the pool & Jacuzzi.

4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House size: 313 m2 (3,369 SF)

View: Garden

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 

nlopez@casadecampore.com

BARRANCA SUR 14   $460,000  (Map #14)

Perfect entry villa with 3 bedrooms and 3 renovated 

bathrooms in coralina, new large Jacuzzi, golf view to 

the links and great price.

3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms

Lot size: Punto de Villa

House size: 275 m2 (2,960 SF)

View: Garden

Jacuzzi:  Yes

CONTACT: LILIANA ABEL at 809-884-0644  

label@casadecampore.com

GOLF VILLA 164   $490,000  (Map #9)

This beautiful 3 bedroom villa has an ideal location, 

overlooking the Links Golf Course Flawless surroundings 

of nature and breathtaking garden view. Including a 

Jacuzzi area.

3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House size: 351 m2 (3,778 SF)

View: Garden

Jacuzzi: Yes

CONTACT: JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 

jcalzada@casadecampore.com

GOLF VILLA 38   $375,000  (Map #9)

Priced to sell! This charming tri-level townhouse is a great 

opportunity. With living room, open kitchen, spacious 

terrace and great potential to remodel and rent.

3 bedrooms, 3.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House size: 129 m2 (1,388 SF)

View: Golf

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: LILIANA ABEL at 809-884-0644  

label@casadecampore.com

GOLF VILLA 52   $550,000  (Map #9)

This is the perfect golf view villa, perfectly located for 

golf lovers.

3 bedrooms, 3.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House size: 233 m2 (2,508 SF)

View: Golf

Jacuzzi:  Yes

CONTACT: MERRILEE GAGNON at 829-958-8513 

mgagnon@casadecampore.com

GOLF VILLA 41   $549,000  (Map #9)

Perfectly situated along the 18th hole of the 

internationally acclaimed Links Golf Course, this 

completely renovated golfers dream is one of a kind 

and perfect for entertaining friends and family. 

3 bedrooms, 3.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House size: 225 m2 (2,422 SF)

View: Golf

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 

jcalzada@casadecampore.com

GOLF VILLA 230   $585,000  (Map #18)

Renovated two story villa with 4 bedrooms, 4.5 baths, 

large kitchen, coralina pool deck and Jacuzzi, cozy 

thatch roof gazebo. Well located and great income in 

rentals.

4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House size: 417 m2 ( 4,488.55 SF)

View: Garden and Golf Course

Pool:  Yes

CONTACT: LILIANA ABEL at 809-884-0644  

label@casadecampore.com

BARRANCA SUR 1   $550,000  (Map #14)

This 4 bedroom villa, is priced to sell. with and excellent 

location and golf view. including a pool area, living 

areas, good sized kitchen, 4.5 bathrooms.

4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms

Lot Size: 216 m2 (2,325 SF)

House Size: 138 m2 (1,485 SF)

View: Golf Course 

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 

ivelazquez@casadecampore.com
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MARINA VILLAS
Whether you’re a boat owner or just enjoy the yachting 

atmosphere, these villas have unique  proximity to the 
Caribbean’s largest marina.
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BAHÍA CHAVÓN 4A  (Map #40)      

$3.2 MILLION

Perfectly situated close to La Marina, with two independent entrances (1st and 2nd floor) with beautiful indoor-outdoor 

living and fully furnished, Bahía Chavón 4A is a Tropical Luxury Villa, featuring 5 bedrooms with full bathrooms and 

walk-in closets, 2 guest bathrooms, dining room, 2 kitchens, Jacuzzi and infinity pool. Gracious flow from main rooms 

straight to spacious infinity pool and garden. Outdoors, you will find enchanting lush greenery and a gazebo with 

views to La Marina.

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

BAHÍA CHAVÓN 4  (Map #40)       

$2.9 MILLION

Rare find in the very sought after neighborhood of Bahia Chavon. As one enters past the cozy port cochere, you will 

be drawn to the interior garden which boasts a very ZEN like thatched roofed 'Palapa'. The 'Palapa' is found in the 

middle of a coy pond! Recently renovated Villa boasts a phenomenal Master Suite with full ocean views to the south, 

a large walk in closet and luxurious bath.

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com
CONTACT: MAYLI GARCIA-VELEZ at 561-818-2248 mgarcia-velez@casadecampore.com
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ENSENADA 8/9   $2.4 MILLION  (Map #41)

A perfect waterfront home at which you can dock your yacht and have immediate access between your home and 

your boat whenever you want. Featuring 5 large bedroom and a private 50 foot dock, Ensenada 8/9 is the largest 

and best priced marina townhome in Casa de Campo. Designed by Italian architect Gianfranco Fini and equipped 

with a private plunge pool, this waterfront town home also has a large kitchen, numerous living areas, and easy 

access to all marina facilities and amenities.

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

RIBERA DEL RIO 11   $2.155 MILLION  (Map #43)

5 bedrooms, 5.1 bathrooms, this luxurious waterfront townhouse includes many unexpected treasures such as two 

master suites, large walk-in closets, a private elevator, and plenty of wonderful terraces, all with direct views of the 

Caribbean Sea and Rio Chavon.

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

RIBERA DEL RIO 3   $2.15 MILLION  (Map #43)

5 bedrooms, 5.1 bathrooms, this luxurious includes two (2) master suites, mixed marble and wood flooring, large 

walk-in closets, a private elevator, an inviting pool, and wonderful terraces, all with direct views of the Caribbean Sea 

and Rio Chavon. The main foyer explodes with elegance.Very private and walking distance to the grocery.

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

DARSENA 23   $2.349 MILLION  (Map #44)

The ideal property for sea lovers! Offers 4 bedrooms and 4 bathrooms on a Punto de Villa lot. This beautiful 

waterfront property is 938 m2 (10,096 SF). Bask in the natural beauty of Darsena 23 take a dip in the pool and enjoy 

the awe inspiring ocean views from the comfort of your own home.

CONTACT: JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 jcalzada@casadecampore.com
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ENSENADA 19   $1.1M  (Map #41)

This waterfront 2 bedroom townhouse located at La 

Marina with private 40 foot deck right off your back 

porch, swimming pool overlooking the sea, beautiful 

sunsets and gorgeous ocean view from just about 

anywhere in the house.

2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms

Lot Size: Punto de Villa

House Size: 192 m2 (2,067 SF)

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 

ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

RIBERA DEL RIO 7   $1.7 M  (Map #43)

Spacious kitchen with cabinets with sections of wood 

and pantry, stove, oven and two sinks. Plenty of 

wonderful Terraces. Access to the Chavon River Fully 

furnished for immediate occupation and decorated by 

prestigious interior decorator and landscaper.

6 bedrooms, 6.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: 777.25 m2 (8,366 SF)

House Size: 722 m2 (7,771 SF)

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 

ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

BAHIA CHAVON 12A   $975,000  (Map #40)

This 3 bedroom villa has a large terrace with views 

towards the Marina, and walking distance to Minitas 

Beach.

3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms

Lot Size: 652 m2 (7,018 SF)

House Size: 351 m2 (3,778 SF)

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: LAUREN LLENAS at 809-869-5885 

la.llenas@casadecampore.com

RIBERA DEL RIO 6   $1.95 M  (Map #43)

The Villa offers great views. For ease of entertainment 

there is a Butler's Pantry off the kitchen and dining area, 

and an enclosed media room. Offered Fully Furnished.

5 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms

Lot Size: 779 m2 (8,385 SF)

House Size: 600 m2 (6,458 SF)

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 

ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

CONTACT: MAYLI GARCIA-VELEZ at 561-818-2248 

mgarcia-velez@casadecampore.com

BAHIA CHAVON 12B   $950,000  (Map #40)

This Stylish and Cozy villa is walking distance to the 

Marina and only a few minutes from Minitas Beach.

3 bedrooms, 3.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: 420 m2 (4,520 SF)

House Size: 351 m2 (3,778 SF)

View: Garden

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: CONSUELO MATOS at 829-886-3310 

cmatos@casadecampore.com

BOCA CHAVÓN 1   $1.3 M  (Map #45)

This 5 bedroom villa just across Marina Casa de Campo, 

on the other side of Chavon River, this Mediterranean 

villa is 920 m2 of construction, and 2,800 m2 of garden.

5 bedrooms, 5.5 bathrooms

Lot Size: 2,800 m2 (30,138 SF)

House Size: 920 m2 (9,902 SF)

View: Garden

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 

jcalzada@casadecampore.com

DÁRSENA 9   $695,000  (Map #44)

Prime location makes this home the ideal gateway to 

Marina Living.

3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms

House Size: 206 m2 (2,217 SF)

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: MERRILEE GAGNON at 829-958-8513 

mgagnon@casadecampore.com

CONTACT: SIMON FULONGER at 809-757-8661 

sfurlonger@casadecampore.com

RIBERA DEL RIO 8   $2.1 M  (Map #43)

This Contemporary newly renovated home site has 

one of the best locations with River and Ocean View. 

In the Marina and just walking distance to all the nicest 

restaurants and bars this makes it a very convenient 

investment.

5 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms

Lot Size: 790 m2 (8,503 SF)

House Size: 595 m2 (6,404 SF)

Pool: Yes

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 

nlopez@casadecampore.com
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   MARINA VILLAS

CONDOS
The convenience of lock it and leave it with all the 

advantages of being a Casa de Campo resident. 
Condominiums also make excellent investments as rentals.
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LOS ALTOS I LOS ALTOS II 

UNIT BEDS BATHS PRICE PHONE CONTACT

Los Altos 11-2202A 3 3.5  $720,000 809-723-8265 Martina Avanzini

Los Altos I 6-1202 3 3.5  $696,000 809-756-5066 Natalia Lopez 

Los Altos I 15-2802 2 1  $675,000 809-756-5066 Natalia Lopez 

Los Altos I 15-2903 2 2.5  $630,000 809-723-8265 Martina Avanzini

Los A ltos I 14-2601C 2 3  $530,000 809-723-8265 Martina Avanzini

Los Altos 11-2201C 2 3  $530,000 809-723-8265 Martina Avanzini

Los Altos 7-1502A 2 2.5  $530,000 809-723-8265 Martina Avanzini

Los Altos 4-701 2 2.5  $519,000 809-723-8265 Martina Avanzini

Los Altos 4-203 2 2.5  $470,000 809-723-8265 Martina Avanzini

Los Altos V1002-A 2 2.5  $450,000 809-697-5931 Jose Calzada

Los A ltos  14-2701B 1 2  $390,000 809-723-8265 Martina Avanzini

Los Altos 14-2702B 1 2  $345,000 809-723-8265 Martina Avanzini

Los Altos  II 1-401 1 1  $280,000
809-723-8265
809-756-5066

Martina Avanzini
Idarmis Velazquez

Los Altos  II 3-301 1 1.5  $275,000 809-763-7647 Natalia Lopez 

Los Altos II 4-202 1 1  $260,000 809-884-0644 Liliana Abel

Los Altos II 1-601 1 1.5  $255,000 809-723-8265 Martina Avanzini

Los Altos II 3-401 1 1  $235,000 809-756-5066 Idarmis Velazquez

LOS ALTOS CONDOMINIUMS

PLAZA PORTOFINO

UNIT BEDS BATHS PRICE PHONE CONTACT

Jardin Marina 22-32 3 3  $900,000 809-756-5066 Idarmis Velazquez

Minitas Beach 4 3 3.5  $850,000 809-884-0644 Liliana Abel

Jardin Marina 22-15 3 3  $650,000 809-756-5066 Idarmis Velazquez

Jardin Minitas 14 3 3  $595,000 809-763-7647 Natalia Lopez

Jardin Marina 18 2 2  $550,000 809-763-7647 Natalia Lopez

Jardin Marina 36-14 2 3  $490,000 809-884-0644 Liliana Abel

Jardin Marina 10-16 2 2  $450,000 809-756-5066 Idarmis Velazquez

MARINA CONDOMINIUMS
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DEVELOPER
PROPERTY

Untouched, pristine property offered directly by 
Casa de Campo’s land developer, Costasur.
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LA CATALINA  (Map #6)        

FROM US $900,000

If your wish is to have a HUGE back yard, then La Catalina is the place for you. If you want to be high above 

the ocean, yet still have amazing views of the Caribbean Sea, than La Catalina is the ONLY place for 

you.  Receiving constant, cool breezes and facing south, each lot is at least one acre in size (4,300 m2 +) 

with plenty of additional green area available for your enjoyment. Each home site has SPECTACULAR 180  

degree ocean views. Very well priced at $300 / m2, only nine (9) home sites remain. Nowhere else can you 

find lots of this size with spectacular views for under $1.5M. La Catalina is the perfect location for creative  

architecture, gorgeous landscaping, generous interior and exterior spaces, and even for building an  

exclusive “Upside-Down” house.

CONTACT: 809-523-8129 / 8179  office@casadecampore.com

Artist’s Conceptual Rendering

VISTA LAGOS  (Map #51)         

FROM US $705,600   

Imagine lounging on your pool deck, the cool breezes relaxing you, and the sound of your family having 

the time of their lives in the background. It is late afternoon and you smile as you look past your garden 

towards perfectly manicured fairways and greens. You see a golfer in the distance putting. You notice the 

gorgeous reflections of the sky, clouds and trees in blue surfaces of Dye Fore’s numerous lakes. A flock 

of white and multi colored birds suddenly take flight, catching the soft Caribbean winds beneath their 

wings. As you watch them fly over your house, you smile. This is your dream home, built just the way you  

envisioned it in the most perfect location. Casa de Campo’s Vista Lago neighborhood is located on the Dye 

Fore golf course, just minutes from the main entrance and consists of only 10 home sites in phase 1. If tranquil  

perfection is your dream, Vista Lago is the place for you.

CONTACT: 809-523-8129 / 8179  office@casadecampore.com

Artist’s Conceptual Rendering

Artist’s Conceptual Rendering
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RIO MAR  (Map #48)          

FROM US $633,032.50

If you want to be in one of the most chic and exciting locations within Casa de Campo, close to La Marina, golf and 

Altos de Chavon, and surrounded by multi-million dollar homes, then Rio Mar is an excellent choice for you. Build 

the home of your dreams atop one of our 10 private, garden view home sites with exceptional location and constant 

sea breezes. Ranging in size from 2,450 to 2,900 m2 (26,371 to 31,215 SF) priced at $250 / m2, if a great location and 

impressive surroundings motivate you, then Rio Mar is the perfect Casa de Campo neighborhood for you.

CONTACT: 809-523-8129 / 8179  office@casadecampore.com

BARRANCA OESTE  (Map #13) 

FROM US $443,437.50

The biggest, best-priced home sites in Casa de Campo are located in Barranca Oeste, close to the Safari Club 

restaurant, bar and shooting center, as well as the hotel and golf courses. Priced at a close-out $150 / m2 for 

approx. 3,000 meters, these large home sites are the perfect place to build your Casa de Campo villa with excellent 

investment potential. There are just three lots left, so if you want a great deal, act quickly.

CONTACT: 809-523-8129 / 8179  office@casadecampore.com
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LOS FLAMBOYANES   (Map #51)                

FROM US $440,000

Nestled in a cozy corner of Casa de Campo, surrounded by the River and Lake golf courses of the Dye Fore, the Los 

Flamboyanes garden view home sites offer connection with nature and great surroundings at an exceptional price. 

1,500 m2 (16,145 SF) home site available for $400,000.

CONTACT: 809-523-8129 / 8179  office@casadecampore.com

LA VEREDA   (Map #6)        

FROM US $398,820         

A great deal. In Spanish this is commonly referred to as the three “B’s” Bueno (good), Bonito 

(beautiful) y Barato (inexpensive). La Vereda not only has the three B’s in Spanish, but it has the three 

“P’s” in English (peace, privacy and price). La Vereda is the best overall value in Casa de Campo on 

which to build your first home. Close to the main entrance yet totally away from traffic, La Vereda is  

perfectly located for the family with children attending the local schools or for those who work in La  

Romana, Santo Domingo or other cities and need to go in and out of Casa de Campo quickly. La Vereda is a private 

and peaceful neighborhood that numerous celebrities have made their home, to simply breathe, relax and enjoy life.

CONTACT: 809-523-8129 / 8179  office@casadecampore.com

Artist’s Conceptual Rendering

Artist’s Conceptual Rendering
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HOME SITES
Build your own dream home or investment property on 

these extraordinary home sites.
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CALETON 24  (Map #1) 

$4.2 MILLION

ATTENTION Ocean-Front Prospects!! This is your one and only chance to acquire what is considered by many to 

be the BEST home site in the Caleton neighborhood. Located directly next to Punta Aguila and surrounded by the 

most exclusive neighbors in the area, close to White Sand Beaches and overlooking Turquoise Seas and Vibrant 

Blue Skies, Caleton # 24 is the perfect home site on which to build your Ocean-Front Dream Home. All Caleton 

estates are owned by like-minded families and all proposed homes will be brand new, spectacular, and can combine 

Contemporary Caribbean flavor with today's standards in architecture, décor and quality. The Ultra-Exclusive 

Caleton neighborhood will have a very low density of less than 25 homes. With 4,920 SM of land area (52,954 SF), 

Caleton # 24 boasts one of the most privileged positions with Punta Aguila to the East, only two neighbors to the 

West, and overlooking a magnificent natural pool-like ocean-front environment to the South

CONTACT: LAUREN LLENAS at 809-869-5885 la.llenas@casadecampore.com

RIO MAR 3  (Map #49) 

$1.6 MILLION

Experience a life of retirement and distinction once you build your very own Caribbean residence a top this majestic 

ocean and golf view home site in the ultra-exclusive Rio Mar neighborhood. A corner lot at the very end of the cul-

de-sac.

CONTACT: LAUREN LLENAS at 809-869-5885 la.llenas@casadecampore.com
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PUNTA AGUILA 48  (Map #2) 

$1 MILLION

Enjoy the beauty of this 4,000 SM (43,056 SF) home site located in this exclusive paradise within one of the best 

Casa de Campo neighborhoods. Impressive and relaxing views.

CONTACT: JOSE CALZADA at 809-697-5931 jcalzada@casadecampore.com

PUNTA AGUILA 21  (Map #49) 

$580,000

Build your perfect piece of heaven on this 2,853.30 lot, Punta Aguila is a quiet and a perfect neighborhood with 

investments potential.

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com
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UNIT SIZE PRICE PHONE CONTACT

Las Palmas 23 2,512 m2 (27,038 SF) $980,000 809-756-5066 Idarmis de Velazquez

Rio Arriba 4 3,077 m2 (27,038 SF) $950,000 809-884-0644 Liliana Abel

Punta Aguila 55 3,977 m2 (42,808 SF) $950,000 809-697-5931 Jose Calzada

Punta Aguila 56 4,159 m2 (44,767 SF) $936,000 809-697-5931 Jose Calzada

Vistamar 35 2,224 m2 (23,938 SF) $850,000 809-763-7647 Natalia Lopez

El Valle 4A 2,057 m2 (22,141 SF) $843,000 809-723-8265 Martina Avanzini

GOLF VIEW HOME SITES

UNIT SIZE PRICE PHONE CONTACT

Barranca Este 6 2,948.17 m2 (31,732 SF) $910,000 829-886-3310 Consuelo Matos

Barranca Este 76 3,313 m2(35,660 SF) $830,000 809-756-5066 Idarmis de Velazquez

Barranca Este 13 2,746 m2 (29,557 SF) $775,000 809-884-0644 Liliana Abel

Barranca Este 14 2,554 m2 (27,491 SF) $750,000 809-756-5066 Idarmis de Velazquez

Barranca Este 67 2,489 m2 (26,791 SF) $600,000 809-763-7647 Natalia Lopez

Barranca Este 54 3,750.94 m2  (40,364 SF) $487,500 829-649-2578 Yamilis de la Rosa

Flamboyanes 6 1,538 m2 (16,554 SF) $440,000 809-763-7647 Natalia Lopez

Las Canas 77 597 m2 (6,422 SF) $380,000 809-723-8265 Martina Avanzini

Rancho Arriba 37 2,021.03 m2 (21,753 SF) $380,000 809-697-5931 Jose Calzada

El Molino 27 1,500 m2 (16,145 SF) $365,000 809-869-5885 Lauren Llenas

Las Canas II 38 610 m2 (6,565 SF) $360,000 809-763-7647 Natalia Lopez

Las Canas II 40 596 M2 (6,415  SF) $360,000 809-763-7647 Natalia Lopez

El Polo 13 1000 m2 (10,763 SF) $350,000 809-869-5885 Lauren Llenas

Las Canas 74 596 M2 (6,415  SF) $350,000 829-886-3310 Consuelo Matos

La Vereda 13 1,886.87 m2 (20,310 SF) $350,000 829-649-2578 Yamilis de la Rosa

El Molino 1 1,594.84 m2 (17,157 SF) $325,000 829-886-3310 Consuelo Matos

Vivero II 33 282.4 m2 (3,035 SF) $320,000 809-763-7647 Natalia Lopez

Las Canas 62 610 m2 (6,565 SF) $320,000 809-763-7647 Natalia Lopez

El Molino 28 1,598 m2 (17,200 SF) $295,000 809-763-7647 Natalia Lopez

GARDEN VIEW HOME SITES
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1) How do you own property – in your personal name or in a corporate name?

You can choose either way. No matter which way you own property, personal name or corporate, you own that 

property outright with title, fee simple.

2) If a property is owned in a corporate name, can it be assignable?

Yes, you can transfer shares of the corporation to a new owner. Note: the new owner can be another  

corporation or trust.

3) Will I pay property tax on a yearly basis? How does the government determine the taxable amount? 

Yes. Property tax is call “IPI” tax. It is approximately 1% of the assessed value of the home that is  

determined by the amount of square meters of the house and its appraised value. If the property is 

owned by the corporation, the applicable tax is tax over the assets (impuesto sobre activos), but a  

company must pay the higher value of either the 1% tax over assets or 25% over its net income.  

Companies that only own property are generally subject to the 1% tax over its assets and that asset is normally the 

real estate.

4) Do you get a deed at closing? Is there a Transfer Tax?

If the transaction is a transfer of real property, the Seller must provide you with the Deed of Title  

Duplicate of Owner (Certificado de Tituio duplicado del Dueño) along with other documentation  

required to record the transfer at the land registry. Before you record the transfer of title, you must pay your transfer 

taxes (3% of the value of the property) at the Department of Internal Revenue which issues a receipt evidencing you 

have paid. If the transaction is a transfer of shares, then the Seller must provide you with the shares and the Deed 

of Title Duplicate of Owner. The current government is revising the transfer tax percentage.

5) Do you need title insurance?

It is not customary but it is available through Las Americas Title Services and other agencies.

6) What are typical closing costs? How much is the Transfer Tax?

Closing costs will be your attorney’s fees. The transfer tax is 3% of the value of the property.  The current government 

is revising the transfer tax percentage.

7) Does financing impact the closing?

Sellers do not require local financing. Banks will require appraisals in order to approve the loans and if financing has 

been pre-approved, it should not impact the closing.

8) Is there a due diligence period for property inspection before putting down a deposit?

It is common in the DR to perform due diligence on the property. Purchasers want to make sure the  

property is free of liens and encumbrances, the Seller is up-to-date in payment of property tax, that the surface area 

of the property is what the Seller says it is, etc.

9) How do you apply for tax exemptions?

Any attorney can find out if you qualify for tax exemptions and how it is paid.

OWNING PROPERTY
IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Are you considering investing in a Casa de 
Campo rental property? Given the demand of 
the worldwide rental market and its research, 
there may be no better time than today. If you’re 
considering investing in a Casa de Campo 
(CDC) rental villa, your timing may just be right 
on as the villa rental industry has skyrocketed. 

This former cottage industry is believed to be 
worth $100 billion, with the U.S. accounting 
for just over a quarter of that — and there 
are predictions that the global vacation rental 
market will close in on $170 billion by 2019 
(Research & Markets, 2016). Meanwhile, one 
of the largest research firms of the global 
travel industry calculates that in the first four 
months of 2016 alone, vacation rentals startups 
attracted nearly $100 million in venture capital 
funding, an indication of the future rental market 
projections and its demands (Skift, 2016).

All this is mainly due to a growing number of 
global vacation rental websites emerging to 
commoditize the rental/lodging market, and it 
appears that this current alternate lodging will 
become primary lodging in the not so distant 
future. 

In Casa de Campo alone, over the last 4 years, 
the private villa rental listings online has easily 
increased by over 150%, a clear sign of supply 
trying to meet the demand and an indicator 
that the current trajectory is and will maintain 
positive traction.

Feel free to contact me or one of our Casa 
de Campo Real Estate Associates for more 
information on villa rental investment 
information and the great opportunities we 
have available right here in CDC.

Enjoy our paradise playground.

ARE YOU CONSIDERING 
INVESTING IN A CASA DE 

CAMPO RENTAL PROPERTY? 
GIVEN THE DEMAND OF 

THE WORLDWIDE RENTAL 
MARKET AND ITS RESEARCH, 

THERE MAY BE NO BETTER 
TIME THAN TODAY.

WHY INVEST IN A
CASA DE CAMPO

RENTAL PROPERTY
BY JESSE SALAS & ANGIE PANNOCCHIA

DIRECTOR OF RENTALS AND SALES ASSOCIATE,

CASA DE CAMPO REAL ESTATE

ANGIE PANNOCCHIA
RENTAL ASSOCIATE

JESSE SALAS
DIRECTOR OF RENTALS / ASSOCIATE

CONTACT: JESSE SALAS 809-729-1426 OR JSALAS@CASADECAMPORE.COM

FOR CASA DE CAMPO VILLA RENTAL INFORMATION  

CONTACT: ANGIE PANNOCCHIA 809-383-2034 OR APANNOCCHIA@CASADECAMPORE.COM
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CDCRE is a global estate specialist, dedicated to providing the most complete and powerful resource to buyers 

and sellers of luxury properties at Casa de Campo.  This includes exposing CDCRE properties to international 

buyers through a far-reaching worldwide network of real estate agents.  It also includes a wealth of experience 

utilizing our comprehensive set of resources to relocation services.

As part of CDCRE'S ongoing strategy to expand our global reach, the CDCRE International Advisory Board has 

been launched.  The board includes top agents from some of the most important markets around the world.  

CDCRE is now in an even better position to cater to international buyers, sellers and real estate investors.

WORLDWIDE ADVISOR BOARD
FOR CASA DE CAMPO

NEW LISTINGS
FOR CASA DE CAMPO

TONY RIOS
MIAMI, FLORIDA

Tina Fanjul Associates Real Estate 

(Shelton & Stewart Realtors)  

CRISTA FANJUL RYAN 
MIAMI, FLORIDA

Tina Fanjul Associates Real Estate 

President  

ALICIA TURBIDY
ASPEN, COLORADO

Palladium Properties

MELISA RYAN
NEW YORK

Stribling (New York)  

MARY LOU WERTZ
CHARLSTON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Atlantic Properties 

of the Lowcountry

DOMINIC CHURCHILL
LONDON, UK

DSC (DSChurchill 

Property Consultants)

LAS CAÑAS II 4   $1.825M  (Map #33)

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 

809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

LOS ALTOS 12-2402B   $380,000  (Map #50)

CONTACT: NATALIA LOPEZ at 809-763-7647 

nlopez@casadecampore.com

EL INGENIO 3   $1.5M  (Map #38)

CONTACT: IDARMIS DE VELAZQUEZ at 

809-756-5066 ivelazquez@casadecampore.com

VIVERO II 23   $890,000  (Map #19)

CONTACT: YAMILIS DE LA ROSA at 829-649-2578 

ydelarosa@casadecampore.com

ALMENDROS 9   $1.15M  (Map #35)

CONTACT: LILIANA ABEL at 809-884-0644  
label@casadecampore.com

CONTACT: MAYLI GARCIA-VELEZ at 561-818-2248 
mgarcia-velez@casadecampore.com

LOS ALTOS II 3-701   $380,000  (Map #50)

CONTACT: CONSUELO MATOS at 829-886-3310 

cmatos@casadecampore.com

1500 South Ocean Blvd
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OPEN HOUSE TOURS DAILY 
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

Please call today to schedule an appointment


